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Reference letter

tel.: + ffi6 (0) 3 56 22 A5
+ 3tt6 (0) 4534 375
e-mail : kuhlab@t-2. net

Celje, 23.A3.20L4

Dear Mr./Mrs.
"Volunteers contribute 5% of EU 6DP onnually"

My name is Alen Novit and I am a president of Kultlab Celje Society {Dru5tvo Kultlab Celje}, a
private, non-governmental and non-profit organization, which is active mainly in the field of
culture, social affairs and human rights. Activities of our organization is therefore in relation
with social rights and social inclusion, basic human rights, and more inclusive participation in
state or local decision making process ; in connection with those two topics we are also
performing various cultural activities {e.9. exhibition, design and publishing, shows, etc.).
M.S. is a volunteer at Kultlab Celje for approximately five year now, and during this time I
was working with M.S. on some project.
As volunteer, M.S. was responsible for creation of web sites and its designing, and also he
was involved in other designing tasks within various projects (designing books, leaflets,
posters, etc.). With his computer skills he was also very useful for helping our elder and
younger members in their work with computer, so many of them were, with his help, been
able to improve their computer skills and knowledge. I can also add that M.S. was actively
involved in some international project where he had to communicate in foreign language
(English language - reading and writing)- he was able to do that without bigger problems.

that M.5. was very dedicated and committed to all task and duties he had and I can
confirm that M.S. has the expertise from different computer skills, especially from the fields
of computer programming and design (web programming and design within Joomla and
Adobe applications). M.S. is also very skilled with other standard computer applications
(Microsoft applications, internet) and he has a good knowledge of English language.
I can say

I highly recommend M.S. for work in organizations that needs a professional computer
expert, especially for establishing websites and design purpose. M.S. would also be a
valuable choice for those who need a teacher/mentor of basic computer skills/applications
even in cases when there is English language knowledge required.
In case that you need any additional information about M.S. references, do not hesitate to
contact me.
Sincerely
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President

